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FROM THE PLAYWRIGHT
I have lost too many friends to AIDS. As I hear my 92 year-old grandmother talk of all her friends who have died, I can relate in a way I should not have to at my age. I knew I had to speak to this: the plague of my generation. There was one incident in particular that was instrumental in shaping Throwing Rubies. One day in the early reactionary years of this disease, I was shocked to find a man stationed in front of my small suburban post office behind a card table skirted with homemade signs reading "QUARANTINE THE GAY PLAGUE NOW!!" The look on his face of blind determination to "save" himself and his family with no thought of the further hate and ostracism that his actions would heap on those that live with a disease that leaves them with precious little human dignity really frightened me. I began studying our most recent experiment in quarantining—the era of TB sanitariums—and began to realize how much the sufferers of these two diseases have in common. Certain images became wedded in my mind—ambulance drivers unrecognizable in "protective" moon-like suits still refusing to treat people suspected of having AIDS; businesses in the towns neighboring the TB sanitariums displaying signs reading "No Tuberculosis Allowed"; a gay man, forced out by his room-mates, standing on the front lawn surrounded by his possessions; a mother watching her family picnic on the grounds below her sanitarium window; families of both eras and diseases too ashamed or afraid to reveal the real reason for a mother's sudden disappearance or a son's death. Throwing Rubies has truly been a labor of love conceived through my personal loss, as well as the pain and loss of those who live/lived with and died from these twin diseases.
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